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Estimation of Time Averagesfrom Irregularly SpacedObservations'
With Application to Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Estimates of Chlorophyll Concentration
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A formalism is presented for quantifying the sampling error of an arbitrary linear estimate of a
time-averaged quantity constructed from a time series of irregularly spaced observations at a fixed
location. The method is applicable to any irregularly sampled time series; it is applied here to

satellite observationsof chlorophyllfrom the coastalzone color scanner(CZCS). The two specific
linear estimates considered here are the composite average formed from the simple average of all
observationswithin the averaging period and the optimal estimate formed by minimizing the mean
squared error of the temporal average based on all of the observations in the time series. The
formalism requires a priori knowledge of the variances and correlation functions of the chlorophyll
signal and CZCS measurement error. In the usual absenceof the necessarydetailed information on
these parameters, values obtained here from in situ measurements of chlorophyll and fluorescence
off the coast of southern California can be used. The resulting estimates are referred to here
as "suboptimal estimates," which are optimal only if the assumed values for the parameters are
correct. Suboptimal estimates are shown to be much more accurate than composite averages.
Moreover, suboptimal estimates are also shown to be nearly as accurate as optimal estimates
obtained using the correct signal and measurement error variances and correlation functions for
realistic ranges of these parameters. Suboptimal estimation is thus a very useful and practical
alternative to the composite average method generally used at present.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Irregular temporal sampling is a common feature of
geophysical and biological time series. The incomplete
description of variability resulting from unresolved short
time

scale fluctuations

between

the

discrete

observations

is referred to as sampling error.
For evenly spaced
observations, sampling error is called aliasing. The same
effect is present in irregularly spacedtime seriesbut is more
complex and difficult to diagnose. One method of reducing
samplingerror is to form time seriesof temporal averagesof
the discretelysampledobservationsin the hope of averaging
out random high-frequencyvariability. The most common
form of the temporal average is the composite average,
defined

here to be the

arithmetic

mean

of all available

observations in a specified time window. A time series is
then constructed from composite averages over successive
nonoverlapping time windows. The effects of sampling
variability can still be significant in such time series when
the samples are sparsely or irregularly distributed over
each averaging period or when the measurement errors are
large. A method for quantifying the relative importance
of sampling error versusmeasurementerror is presentedin

the estimation of near-surface chlorophyll concentration
from satellite measurementsof ocean color by the coastal

zone color scanner(CZCS). To optimize the availability of
visible radiation

from the sea surface and undesired

solar

spectral reflectancefrom the sea surface, satellites used for
measuring color radiances are placed in Sun-synchronous
orbits.

The

minimum

time

interval

between

successive

observationsat a given location is therefore I day. In
practice, the actual sample interval is generally longer and
very irregular owing to the less-than-100%duty cycle of
the radiometer and the presenceof clouds obscuringthe
sea surface from the satellite

view.

Satellite-derived

time

seriesof chlorophyllvariability are thereforealiasedin very
complicatedways by unresolvedhigh-frequencyvariability.
A quantitative understandingof the effects of sampling
error on the accuracy of such time series is essential for
biological applications.
The formalism for determining the statistical error of

temporal averagesestimated by compositeaveragesand
optimal estimation is presented in section 2. An overview of
satellite estimatesof near-surfacechlorophyllconcentration
is given in section 3. The error formalism requires a priori
estimates of the variances and correlation

functions of the

this paper. The trade-offbetweentemporal resolution(i.e.,
signal and the measurement errors. For the application to
the averagingperiod) and the accuracyof the composite
average is addressed. In addition, an improved method
of estimating the temporal average based on optimal
estimation is introduced, and the results are compared
with the composite average method.
A specific example which provided much of the motivation for developing the technique presented here is
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satellite estimates of chlorophyll concentration considered
here, a signal correlation function is obtained from spectra
of in situ time series of chlorophyll and fluorescenceoff
the coast of southern

California

as described in section 4.

In subsequent sections, the sensitivities of composite
averages and optimal estimates to the variances and
correlation functions of signal and measurement errors are
explored and the formalism is applied to simulated satellite

data.

Particular emphasis is placed on the importance

of the accuracies with which the variances and correlation

functions must be specified.
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2.

ESTIMATION OF TEMPORAL AVERAGES

One quantitative measure of the error of the estimate

A generalformalismcan be developedfor estimating •(t0) is the meansquarederror
temporalaverages
from a time seriesof irregularlyspaced
observations
at a fixed location. The methodpresented
here is essentiallythe same as that developedfor the

•2(e•,to,
T)=<[z(to)
-i(to)]21
,

estimation
of mineralgrades,
knownas "kriging"
in the wheree• is the vectorof the weightsin the linearestimate
geostatistics
literature[e.g.,JoUrnelandHuijbregts,
1978].

(3)withtranspose
given
bye•T = (al,..., aM).Using
(1),

Let C(t) be the continuously
time-varyingprocessof in-

(2) and (3), the meansquared
errorcanbe expressed
as

terest at time t, in this c•e the chlorophyllconcentration
in milligramsper cubic meter. It is assumedthat the

t0+T/2

interestis in the temporalaverageof somefunctionof C(t)

=

over a time periodT centeredat time to. Becausechlorophyll concentration
is generallyapproximately
lognormally
distributed, most analysesof chlorophylldata consider

to-T/2

M

logeC(t) or 1og10
C(t). Sincethe two areproportional,
the

to+T/2

R(t,
tm)dt

to-T/2

here. The quantity of interestis therefore
to+T/2

/

/

to-T/2

T Z am/

linear analysispresentedhere holdsequallywell for either
quantity. The latter form seems to be used most often in
analysesof CZCS data, so this is the function considered

=

to+T/2

,

to-T/2

M

M

rn--1

n--1

M

M

rn=l

wherec(t) = 1og10
C(t).
thecovariance
function
R(t,t')= (c(t)c(t'))deIn practice, the formalismpresentedin this section where
thevariance
andtemporal
scales
of c(t). It hasbeen
shouldbe appliedonlyto that part of c(t) that cannotbe scribes
assumed
in
(4)
that
the
signal
and
measurement
errorsare
easilyestimatedby other means. Of particularconcern
uncorrelated,
that
is,
{c(t)em}
=
0
for
all
t
and
m. The
in log-transformed
chlorophyll
data is the seasonal
cycle,
presented
herecaneasilybe extendedto account
which can be very energeticat somelocations. In other formalism
errors.
applications,
an energetic
diurnalcyclemay exist. Failure for correlationbetweenthe signaland measurement

The methodbecomes
moredifficultin practice,however,

to remove such signals will result in correlation functions
usedin the estimationdescribedbelow that are dominated

sincethis correlationfunctionmust then be prescribed

by thecyclical
variability.Theformalism
canthenprovide
little moreinformation
aboutthe timeseries
thanjustthe

a priori.

It is apparentfrom (4) that the meansquarederrorof
any
estimateof the form (3) can be determinedif the
cyclical
variabilities,
whichareofteneasilyestimated
by
functionR(t,t•) and measurement
error
a numberof possiblemethods.A simplemethodthat is signalcovariance
oftenapplied
to irregularly
spaced
observations
issuggestedcovariancematrix N are known a priori. Estimationof
canbe difficult.Sometimes
an adequate
in the appendix(step 2). It is assumedhereinafterthat thesecovariances

cyclicalvariabilityhasbeenestimated
independently
and data basefrom whichR(t,t•) and N can be estimated
removed
(possibly
to be addedbacklater;seesteps12and already exists. More often, these covariancesmust be
by "besteducatedguesses."In practice,it
13 in the appendix)sothat c(t) for the application
hereis approximated
assumed
that the process
c(t) is stationary
so
the nonseasonal
variabilityof log-transformed
chlorophyllis generally

that the covariance
function
becomes
R(t,t•) = R(t- t•)
and
is
symmetric,
R(r)
=
R(-r).
The
covariance
of c(t)
The data availableto estimatethe temporalaverage
t• and not on the
z(to)areM observations
at thesamegeographical
location then dependsonly on the lag r--tconcentration

with zero mean value.

at discretetimes tin. These observationsare assumedto be actualtimest or t• and can thereforebe estimatedfrom a
contaminatedby measurementerrorsem and can therefore singletime seriesof c(t).
be written

To accommodate
an arbitrary distributionof M observation times tin, continuous
functionalrepresentations
of

as

•,• = c(t,•) + •,•,

- = 1,..., •.

(2) the signalandmeasurement
errorcovariances
arerequired.
The
variance
of
the
linear
estimate
i(t0)
is
The measurementerrors are assumedto have a mean value
of zero and an M x M cross-covariance
matrix N with

(rn,n)th element
Nmn= {½men},
wheretheanglebrackets
denote
themeanvalue.Theformof theestimate
i(t0) of
the temporalaveragez(to) considered
hereis that of the
general classof linear estimates constructedfrom a linear

combinationof the data Ym,
M

i(t0)= • amYm.

(3)

(5)

rr•-- 1

The weightsam vary depending
uponthe type of linear The firstquadratic
formon the right-hand
sideof (5) is

estimate used. Two such estimates are consideredbelow.

M

justthevariance
ofthelinear
combination
•m=l amc(tm)
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of the signal at the observation times tin. The second
quadratic form is similarly the variance of the linear

As the function q(t) is arbitrary, the last expression
must
be true for any .7Zq(S).Considerationof the function
M
combination
•m=l O•mem
of measurement
errors.Since •Zq(S)- aS(so)for any constanta and arbitrary frequency
both variances must be nonnegative, each quadratic form so leads to the conclusionthat •ZR(so) _• 0 for all so,
on the right-hand side of (5) must be nonnegative. The i.e., the Fourier transform of the covariance function
symmetric M x M sisal and error co•riance matrices in R(•-) is nonnegativeat all frequencies.Accordingto the
Wiener-Khinchintheorem, the Fourier transformof R(•-)
(5) must thereforeboth be positivedefinite.
A positive definite signal covariancefunction, for exam- is the spectrumof c(t). The constraintthat R(•-) be
positive definite is therefore equivalent to requiring that
ple, implies a continuousrepresentation that must satis•
the spectrum of c(t) be nonnegativeat all frequencies.
Similarly, the requirement that N be positive definite

/ /q*(t)R(t-t•)q(t•)dtdt•O
(6)

is equivalent to requiring a nonnegative spectrum of

measurement

errors.

It is convenient to express the mean squared error in

for any functionq(t), whereq* is the complexconjugateof
termsofthesignal
variance
r/2- R(0)andcorrelation
funcq. The particularfunctionq(t) of interestin the two terms
tionp(•-)- R(•-)/r/2andthe measurement
errorvariance
on the right-handsideof (5) is the discretesampler
a 2. If we make the definitions
M

Bran-- p(tm - tn)

q(t)= • amS(tin),
m=l

1/

t)m-- •

where 5(tin) is the Dirac delta function and am are the
arbitrary weights in the linear estimate (3). Then the
condition(6) becomes
M

p(t--tin)dr,

(7b)

to--T/2

to+T/2

M

to+T/2

•/: •-•

• • •m•(tm
--tn)•n• O,
m•l

(7a)

to+T/2

p(t- t•)dtdt•,
to-T/2

n•l

(7c)

to-T/2

i.e., the symmetricM • M matrix with (m, n)th element then the mean squarederror (4) expressedas a fraction
r/2 canbe writtenin compact
R(tm- tn) is positive definite. The analogouscondition of the rawsignalvariance
for the symmetric M • M error covariancematrix N then

vector

•sures that the variancegiven by (5) is nonnegative.The

notation

as

to,

(a,to, =aT(P+
AN')a2aT•
+-y,(8)

use of covariance functions that are not positive definite

can lead to linear estimates(3) with negativemeansquared
error (4), whichis nonphysical.

The requirements that the continuous functional reprewhere P is the M x M matrix of cross correlations between
sentations of the signal and error covariancesbe positive
with (m, n)th elementPmn givenby (7a),
definite are equivalent to requiring that the corresponding the observations
i•
is
the
vector
of
integrals(equation(7b)) with transpose
spectra be nonnegative at all •equencies. This is easily

givenby •T = (01,-..,0M),N• = N/a• is theMxM

shownby noting that (6) can be written •

matrix

f q*
(t) q(t
•)R(t
- t•)dt
•dt• O.
The term in bracketsis the convolutionof q(t) and R(t).
Then, by the convolution theorem,

]dtO,

f q*(t)

of cross correlations

between

the

measurement

errors,andA = a•/r/• is the measurement
error-to-signal
varianceratio. If the em are uncorrelated,
then N • is just
the identity matrix I.

Notethat a valueof •b• = i corresponds
to an expected
errorof 100%oftherawsignal
variance
r/:•.In applications,
it may be preferable to consider the mean squared error
normalized by the variance of the time-averaged signal,

< z•(to)>----ffr•
•. Thenormalization
(8) is usedin this
study becauseit is slightlymore convenientmathematically;
the mean squared error expressed as a fraction of the

where •q and •R are the Fourier transformsof q(t) and variance
ofthetime-averaged
signalisjustequalto if-1
R(t), respectively,and s is frequency.This l•t expression
It is evident from (8) that the fractional mean squared
can be rearranged to obtain
errorof anylinearestimate(3) of the time averagez(to) can
be determinedgiven the correlationfunctionsof the signal
c(t) and the measurementerrors era, the measurement

f

q*
(t)

=f
where•(s)

error-to-signal variance ratio A and the weights am. Since

1• and • dependon the observation
timestin, •2 also

O,

is the complex
conjugate
of •q(S). Notethat
0.

depends implicitly on the temporal distribution of sample
observationsin the irregularly spacedtime seriesym.

Since (8) does not depend on the data values themselves,the expectederrors of varioushypothetical sampling
patterns can be determined before any actual data are
acquired. Conversely,the expected errors for a variety of
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linearestimates(differentchoices
for the weightsam) and
varietiesof signaland measurementerror correlationfunctions and measurement error-to-signal variance ratio can
be determined from a given hypothetical samplingpattern.

Both of these approachesare exploredin sections5 and 6.
The weightsam in (3) can be chosenin many ways. The
simplestexampleis the compositeaverageof all MT data
ym within the interval T centeredat to. The weightsin
the compositeaverageare therefore

In practice, the solution of (11) can be cumbersome
computationally if the number M of measurementsym is
large. In such cases, it may be expedient to utilize only

the M t measurements
with observationtimestrn nearestto
the estimation times to, thereby reducing the order of the
linear system to be solved. In the applications considered

here,M t has beenlimited to the numberof observations
within 4-100 days of each estimation time to. This typically

yieldsvaluesof M t • 40 for CZCS observations
off the
west coast of North

1 (tm-to)
am=•TTII
T" '

America.

Because the optimal estimate is expressly designed to
(9)minimize
the mean squared error, no other linear estimate

where
II((tm- to)IT)istherectangle
function,
which
has

of the form (3) haslowerfractionalmeansquarederror than
a valueof 1 if Itm-toI _• T/2 and a valueof zerootherwise. (12). The optimal estimate is thereforethe best possible
The accuracy of the composite average depends upon linear estimate by this measure. Since the optimal estimate
the spectralcharacteristics(the variancesand correlation utilizes information both from within and outside of the
functions)of the signalc(t) and measurementerrors era, interval T centered on to, optimal estimation provides
as well as on the number and temporal distribution of
observationswithin the averaging period.
An obvious weaknessof the composite average is that
no information outside of the averaging interval is utilized
in the estimate. There is clearly room for improvement

an estimate for any time to, regardless of whether any
observations actually exist within the interval T centered
on to. Optimal estimates with fractional mean squared

error(12)exceeding
some
prescribed
maximum
value•p2max
can be rejected as being too uncertain to be useful.

in estimating the average since observationsoutside of
the averaginginterval at least provide information about
3. SATELLITE ESTIMATES OF CHLOROPHYLL
the low-frequencycomponentsof the variability of c(t).
CONCENTRATION
An important special case is that of no observationsin
The potential for estimating near-surface chlorophyll
the averaginginterval. Then the only possiblecomposite
averageestimateis •(t0) -- 0, equivalentto settingc• equal concentration and primary production over the global
to the zero vector 0.

In this case, the fractional mean

squarederror (8) reducesto

{z2(t0))
.2 ß

ocean from satellite data has been clearly demonstrated
by numerous analyses of color radiance measurements
made by the CZCS. These data have been used to study
the spatial structure of phytoplankton distributions from

(10)individual images [Abbottand Zion,

The valueof •p2for an estimate
of zerois thusequalto
the varianceof the time averagedquantity (1) expressed

1985; Smith et al.,
1988] and from compositeaverageimages[Esaiaset al.,
1986]. CZCS data have also been used to investigate

the temporal variability of phytoplankton distributions

as a fractionof the raw signalvariance
r/2. The mean from sequences
of individual images[Paldezand McGowan,
squarederror of a compositeaveragemust be smallerthan

1986;Michaelsenet al., 1988]and compositeaverageimages

(10) to be better than simplyestimating•(to)= 0 for [Strubet al., 1990]. The promisingresultsfrom theseand

the time average. Since it is assumedthat any energetic

other regional studies have stimulated considerable interest

cyclicalvariabilityhas been removed,an estimateof zero in using satellite ocean color data to investigate the spatial

is equivalentto just estimating the cyclical variability at
the estimation time to. For the application consideredin

and temporal variability of phytoplankton on ocean basin
scales. Since biological studies on such large scales are
this study,this is just the seasonalcycleof log-transformed
possible only by satellite remote sensing of ocean color,
chlorophyll concentration at time to.
satellite observationshave becomean important component
An improvement over the composite average method

is to use a linear estimate (3) that is optimal in some
statistical

sense.

An

obvious

choice is the

estimate

of large-scalebiologicalfield studies [e.g., Brewer et al.,
1986;Rothschildet al., 1989;Jahnke,1990]. A globalocean

color data set from the CZCS has recently been made

•opt(t)that minimizes
•p2with respect
to the weightsavailablefor suchstudies[Feldmanet al., 1989].

am. Differentiating (8) with respect to each of the
am, m = 1,...,M,
and setting each derivative equal to
zero yields the M equations

(P+AN')•opt
=0

A significant source of error in CZCS data is the
accuracy of the instantaneous determination of ocean
color after removal of the atmospheric contribution to the
radiance measured by the satellite. One aspect of this
error is calibration drifts caused by degradation of the
radiometer. It appears that most of the calibration drifts in
the radiance measurementscan be eliminated by empirical

(11)

to be solved for the M optimal weights am.
It is
evident that the optimal estimate involvesthe solution of
[Gordonet al., 1983a].Of muchgreaterconcern
an M x M linear system and that this solution requires corrections
a priori knowledge
of P, N', and A. Sincethe M x M are inaccuraciesin atmospheric corrections applied to the
matricesP andN t arebothpositivedefiniteandsymmetric, radiance measurements. The water-leaving radiance in
sois thematrix(P + XN'). •rom (11),the fractional
mean the visible band that is of interest typically accounts for

squarederror (8) of the optimal estimatereducesto the lessthan 20% of the radiance measuredby the satellite.
The satellite

simpler form

•2 (C•opt,
t0,T) = ' - C%Tpt
0.

(12)

measurements

must therefore

be corrected

for

atmospheric contamination, primarily Mie scattering from
aerosolparticles and Rayleigh scattering from atmospheric
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molecules. The problem is difficult, since the radiative
transfer model must account for multiple scattering of

the visible radiation [Gordonand Casta•o, 1987].

An

aspect of the atmospheric correction that has recently
raised considerableconcern is the accuracy of the radiative
transfer model used in early versions of CZCS processing.
A linearized approximation to a single-scatteringRayleigh
correction yielded erroneously high wintertime estimates of
ocean color for solar illumination angles greater than about

50ø, resultingin an artificial seasonalcyclein CZCS time
seriespolewardof about 30ø latitude that is approximately
180ø out of phasewith the true seasonalcycle [Fargion,
1989; Strub et al., 1990]. This error has been eliminated
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ages. In any case, no quantitative estimate of the time
scale of measurement errors appears to exist at present.
In the absenceof such information, the era will generally
be assumedhere to be uncorrelated, although the effects
of correlated

measurement

errors are considered

in sections

5.4 and 6.3.

A guideline for the appropriate value of the measurement

error variance•r2 is the conventionalwisdomthat the CZCS
measureschlorophyll concentration to within a factor of 2.
We interpret this to mean that "most" of the satellite
estimates of a chlorophyll concentration C fall between

0.5C and 2C. This is formalized here by assumingthat the
satellite measurement errors era are normally distributed

in the multiple-scattering Rayleigh correction developed

in log10 spacewith standard deviation log102-

by Gordonet al. [1988] and used in more recent CZCS

variance of log-transformed measurement errors is then

processing, including the global CZCS data set generated

•r2 • 0.1. Thisestimate
is probably
somewhat
pessimistic,
as was discussed above.

by Feldmanet al. [1989].
Another source of error in CZCS estimates of chlorophyll
concentration

is inaccuracies

in the relation

between

ocean

color (the pigment concentrationsactually responsible

The true CZCS

0.3. The

measurement

error

probablylies somewherebetweena factor of 1.5 and 2 (i.e.,

a2 between
0.03and0.1).
An additional

source of error in time series constructed

from CZCS data is the sampling error that arises from
measuredby the radiometer)and chlorophyllconcentration. the fact that not all time scales of variability can be
This chlorophyll algorithm issue has received considerable resolvedby irregular temporal sampling of the continuously
attention in the literature [e.g., Gordonet al., 1980, 1983b; varying phytoplankton distribution. Depending on the
Smith and Baker, 1982; Gordon and Morel, 1983; Holligan degree of unresolved variability, sampling error may be
et al., 1983; Abbottand Zion, 1987]. Most of thesestudies more important than measurement error. Although the
have concluded that near-surface chlorophyll in so-called effects of sampling error in time series constructed from
"case I waters" in which phytoplankton and associated CZCS data are well recognizedqualitatively, estimates of
these effects have received little quantitative attention.
detrital products dominate the optical properties of the
water [Morel and Prieur, 1977] can be estimatedfrom the Aside from maximizing the duty cycle of the instrument,
CZCS data to within a factor of two. This estimate does not
only a limited amount can be done to reduce sampling
error. The most important limiting factor is the presence
appear to be rigorous, however, and apparently attributes
all of the differences between in situ and CZCS estimates
of clouds. A concern raised previously by Michaelsen et
to CZCS measurement error. It is likely that at least al. [1988]and Abbottand Zion [1987]is that the sampling
part of the factor-of-2 difference results from the inherent is biased in favor of the physical conditions associatedwith
differencebetween a point measurement(in situ) and a clear atmospheric conditions. Since photoadaptation by
spatial average(CZCS) becauseof spatial patchinessof the phytoplankton populations is correlated with the solar radiphytoplankton distribution. In addition, since the CZCS ance forcing associatedwith cloud cover, the satellite data
measures an exponentially weighted vertical average of are quite likely biased in favor of specific phytoplankton
near-surfacepigment concentrationsover an "optical depth" patterns. Unfortunately, the method presented in section 2
which usually includesonly 20-30% of the euphotic zone can do little to elucidate or correct for such sampling bias.
for the water-leaving radiance at the visible wavelengths

[Smith, 1981], there is no uniquerelationshipbetweenthe
satellite measurement and any simple characterization of

the chlorophyllprofile (e.g., the surfacevalueor the vertical
integralof chlorophyllconcentration).Variationssuchas a
subsurfacemaximum in the chlorophyll profile, for example,
may thus also contribute to errors in the satellite estimates

4.

CHLOROPHYLL

CORRELATION

FUNCTION

In general, the correlation function p(•-) must be ge-

ographically dependent.
It cannot be estimated with
sufficient accuracy from a CZCS time series at the location
of "near-surface
chlorophyll"concentration[Sathyendranath of interest because the CZCS measurement error is large
and the intermittent sampling does not resolve all of the
and Platt, 1989; Strass,1990].
The combination
of color measurement
error and chloroimportant time scales of variability. Ideally, an accurate
phyll algorithm error constitutes the overall CZCS chloro- estimate of the correlation function would be based upon
phyll measurement error. Obtaining an a priori estimate a chlorophyll time series of at least 3 years' duration
of the correlation matrix N • of these measurement errors sampled approximately hourly, thus resolving time scales
is difficult. It is likely that there is some persistence of from diurnal to interannual. Documenting the existence
atmospheric aerosols that give rise to errors in atmospheric of even one such time series, let alone several in varied
corrections applied to the satellite radiance measurements biogeographicalregimes, has proven difficult.
so that errors in successiveimages may be correlated over
The longest chlorophyll time seriesthat we are aware of is
a few days or more. On the other hand, the atmospheric the twice-weekly record from the end of the pier at Scripps
path length from the wide-swath CZCS radiometer to a Institution of Oceanography(SIO) in La Jolla, California.
given point on the sea surface changes substantially in This ongoing sampling program has been conducted for
successiveimages because of changes in incidence angle over 7 years (since February 1983) by J. McGowan and
from longitudinal shifts of the satellite ground track. This
the Marine Life ResearchGroup (MLRG) at SIO. This
tends to randomize
measurement
errors in successive iraremarkable data set is a tribute to the enduring efforts
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of this organization.It is unfortunatethat no other such than phaeophytin concentrations by a factor of 2 or more.
data set appears to exist anywhere in the world. Even For each observation time, the average chlorophyll and
this data set is not completely sufiqcientfor the purposes phaeophytin were summed to obtain pigment concentration
here, however,sinceit resolvesvariability only over periods more analogous to the quantity that is actually observed

longer than approximatelyi week (corresponding
to the by the satellite.
The time series of raw pigment concentration is shown
Nyquist frequencyfor a sample interval of 3.5 days).
Chlorophyll variability over shorter periods accounts for in Figure 1. In general, the pigment concentrations were
much of the satellite sampling error that is the focus of
this study. Some estimate of high-frequencyvariability is
therefore required.
We have been unable to locate any calibrated hourly
time series of in situ measurements of chlorophyll with
sufiqcient duration to resolve time scales of variability up
to I week. An alternative source of chlorophyll data from

highest during late spring and early summer and lowest
during the early fall, with a secondarypeak during the late
fall to early winter. Two notable exceptions to this pattern
of seasonalvariability are the very energetic spring bloom
in 1985 and the lack of any spring bloom in 1984. Since
1986, winter blooms have also been observed in the data

record(J. McGowan,personalcommunication,1990). The

the same biogeographicalregime as the SIO pier data is
a 23-day time seriesof in situ fluorescencemeasurements
obtained by C. R. Booth of Biospherical Instruments,
Inc., in San Diego, California during the spring of 1984
from a mooring over Scripps Canyon, approximately I km

SIO pier record of pigment concentration is thus dominated
by interannual variability.
The lognormal character typical of biological quantities
is clearly evident in Figure 1. The time series of log-

offshore

more

from

SIO.

transformedpigment concentration(Figure 2a) is much
"well

behaved"

in the

sense that

fluctuations

are

The SIO pier data and Scripps Canyon mooring data
were combined in a straightforward manner to estimate a
correlation function of chlorophyllvariability: A composite
frequency spectrum was formed from the two individual
spectra. The compositespectrum was then inverseFourier

more symmetrically distributed about the mean value.
The seasonal cycle with a primary peak in the spring
and a secondary peak in the late fall is still evident.
The anomalous conditions during 1984 and 1985 are seen
to be of approximately equal but opposite amplitude in
transformed to obtain the covariance function which was
the log-transformed data. The record is still dominated
normalized by the signal variance to obtain the correlation by interannual variability. This may not be the case,
function. The details of the spectral calculationsfor both in general, at other geographical locations. At higher
data sets are described in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
The
latitudes, for example, primary production is light limited
composite spectrum and correlation function are described during the winter, often resulting in a strong seasonalcycle
in section 4.3.
of pigment concentrations. After removal of the seasonal
cycle, however, the statistical characteristics of pigment
variability may be less geographically dependent. The
4.1. $I0 Pier Data
seasonal cycle of log-transformed pigment concentration
The first 3.5 years of the SIO pier data (February 17, from the SIO pier was computed by least squaresregression
1983,to June6, 1986)werekindly providedby J. McGowan. of the time seriesin Figure 2a onto annual plus semiannual
Two bottle casts were taken 30 min apart approximately harmonics and a constant offset (see smooth line in
twice a week off the end of the SIO pier. Prior to November Figure 2a). The resultingseasonalcyclewas then removed
21, 1983, chlorophylland phaeophytin concentrationswere to obtain the time series of nonseasonal log-transformed
determined from each cast using the 24-hour cold extraction pigment concentration shown in Figure 2b.
method[$tricklandandParsons,1972];subsequent
samples Determination of the frequency spectrum of pigment
were processedby the 72-hour cold extraction method. variability from the SIO pier data requires an evenly
The two individual samples of each pigment quantity were spaced data set. In the 3.5-year record analyzed here,

averaged. Chlorophyllconcentrationswere typically larger 90% of the observationswere separated by 3 or 4 days.
2O
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Fig. 1. The unevenlyspacedtimeseriesof total pigmentconcentration
(chlorophyll
plusphaeophytin)
in mgm-3
measuredfrom the end of the SIO pier. The smoothcurve representsthe seasonalcyclecomputedby least squares
regressiononto annual plus semiannual harmonics and a constant offset.
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Fig.2. The1og10
transform
oftheunevenly
spaced
SIOpiertimeseries
ofpigmentconcentration:
(a) therawtime
series,with the seasonal
cyclecomputedby leastsquaresregression
onto annualplussemiannual
harmonicsand
a constantoffsetsuperimposed
(smoothcurve), and (b) the nonseasonal
time seriesof log-transformed
pigment
concentration with the seasonalcycle in Figure 2a removed.

Only five observationswere separated by more than 5
days and 14 observationswere separatedby less than 3
days. The twice-weekly sampling was thus remarkably
well maintained

over the duration

of the data set.

The

log-transformedSIO pier data were thereforeinterpolated
to evenly spaced3.5-day intervalsby spline interpolation.
The spectrum of the nonseasonal interpolated logtransformed SIO pier time series is shown by the heavy
line in Figure 3. In the log-log plot, the spectrum falls
off approximatelylinearly with increasingfrequencyup to
frequenciesnear the Nyquist frequencyof about 0.14 cpd.

fromneighboring
values.Longerperiodshadbeenfilledby
the overall mean fluorescence

value.

SincechlorophyllconcentrationC(t) is proportionalto
fluorescence
F(t), the log-transformed
chlorophyllconcentration

is

c(t) = logl0•(t) + f(t),

(13)

wheref(t) = log10F(t) and•(t) is the proportionality
constant for the in situ fiuorometer. This calibration constant
is known to vary as a result of physiologicalchangesin the

phytoplanktonand changesin nutrient status,light history,

Usingthe methoddescribed
by $chlaxand Chelton[1991], species
composition,
and otherunexplained
factors[Kie[er,
the sharp roll-off at frequenciesjust below the Nyquist 1973;Abbottet al., 1982]and may thereforevary with time
frequencywas found to be an artifact of the filtering over the 23-day duration of the mooring time series.
characteristics of the spline interpolation, rather than a
The time seriesof log-transformedfluorescence(Figreal drop in the spectral energy of chlorophyllvariability. ure 4a) showsstrong diurnal variability. Some of this
The spectrum at frequencieshigher than about 0.1 cpd

variability may actually represent diel variations in near-

therefore cannot be determined from the SIO pier data.
The in situ fluorescence data described in the following
section are used to estimate the high-frequencyportion of
the spectrum.

surfacechlorophyllabundance. However, since the mean

4.2. Scripps Canyon Mooring Data
The in situ fluorescencemeasurementsfrom the Scripps

Canyon mooring are described in detail by Booth et

mooring depth of approximately 7.7 m was fixed relative
to the seafloor, much of the variability is probably due
to vertical motion of the subsurface chlorophyll maximum

associatedwith tides [Cullenet al., 1983]. Part of the
diurnal signal is also associatedwith temporal variations in
the calibration constant • due to diel physiologicalchanges

in the phytoplankton[Kiefer, 1973; Harris, 1980]. The

two sourcesof diurnal variability associatedwith the mea7.7 m for the 23-day period April 17 to May 10, 1984. This surement technique cannot be distinguished from actual
diurnal variability of chlorophyll abundance. Chlorophyll
fluorescencedata set was processedand made available to
us as hourly averagesby D. Guggenheimof EcoAnalysis, variability on thesetime scalesthus cannot be investigated
Inc., in Ojai, California. Over the duration of the data set, from the mooring data. The raw hourly time series in
fewer than 10% of the data values were missing. Short gaps Figure 4a was therefore regressedonto diurnal and semidof lessthan 5 hourshad been filled by linear interpolation iurnal harmonics and a constant offset. The resulting

al. [1987]. A fiuorometerwas mooredat a mean depth of
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Fig. 3. The frequencyspectraof log-transformedchlorophyllcomputedfrom the SIO pier data (heavy line) and
the ScrippsCanyon mooringdata (thin line). Prior to the fast Fourier transformcomputation,eachtime series
was smoothedwith a Hanning window [Bendat and Piersol, 1986] and the Fourier spectrawere band averaged
to obtain 16 degreesof freedom. The dashed line represents a simple straight-line approximation of a composite

spectrumcomputedfrom the two individual spectra (seetext).

harmonic variability was removed to obtain the anomaly
log-transformedtime seriesshown in Figure 4b.
For a relatively short in situ fluorescencetime series at
a fixed location, the primary sourceof temporal variability
of the fiuorometer calibration constant n is probably the
diurnal signal. After removal of the diurnal cycle, the
calibration constant may therefore be nearly constant
for the 23-day moored fiuorometer residual time series

4.3. Composite Spectrum and Correlation Function

The approximate factor-of-4 differencebetweenthe spectral density levels of the SIO pier and Scripps Canyon
mooring time series(the vertical offset betweenthe two
spectrain Figure 3) could be due to severalfactors. Part
of the differencemay be due to the Hanning data windows

(see section 11.5.2 of Bendat and Piersol [1986]) applied
consideredhere. In this case,the Fourier transformof ½(t) to the two different-length time series to reduce spectral
leakage, although an attempt was made to correct for
givenby (13) is

.•r'c
(s) = .•r'f(s) q-6(s)lOglO
•.
Since the spectrum of log-transformed chlorophyll variabil-

the reduction of sample variance in the windowed time
series. Most of the difference is probably due to statistical
sampling variability.

The duration of the mooring time series is only 23
days, coincidentally occurring during the period of lowest
chlorophyll abundance in the 3.5-year SIO pier time series.
This was also the period of lowest zooplankton biomasson
cycle;the frequencyspectraof c(t) and f(t) are identicalin record in the California Current. The low zooplankton and
this case except at the zero frequency, which corresponds phytoplankton biomassesduring 1984 have been associated

ity at frequencys is $c(S)= •'c(S).T'•(s), it is apparent

that calibration of the in situ fiuorometer is not a problem
for spectral analysis of log-transformed data as long as the
temporal variability of n is small after removing the diurnal

to the mean value and is therefore

of no interest

here.

The spectrum of the anomaly log-transformed moored
fiuorometer time series is shown by the thin line in
Figure 3. It is apparent that the mooring data provide the
information needed about variability at frequencieshigher
than can be resolved by the SIO pier data. In the log-log
plot, the mooring spectrum falls off approximately linearly
with increasing frequency with very nearly the same slope
as the SIO pier spectrum.

with the major 1983 E1 Nifio episode[McGowan, 1985;
Strub et al., 1990],but there is no obviousexplanationfor
why this timing would result in a higher variance at the
high frequenciesresolved by the mooring data. A more
likely explanation is just normal sampling variability in
the statistics. While the spectral shape (i.e., the linear
roll-off in the log-logplot) is quite likely fairly stable, the
absolute energy level is expected to vary somewhat with
time. The sample variance in any particular 23-day period
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Fig. 4. Hourlytime seriesof log-transformed
fluorescence
fromthe ScrippsCanyonmooring:(a) the raw data, and
(b) the anomalydata with the leastsquaresfit diurnaland semidiurnalharmonicsand constantoffsetremoved.

will therefore vary, thus shifting the spectrum of mooring
data up or down in Figure 3,
Statistical sampling variability similarly affectsthe spectrum of pier data. Indeed, the spectra of three non-

overlappingsubrecordsof 1-year duration constructedfrom
the full 3.5-year pier time series all had very nearly the
same linear slope, but the sample variancesfor the three
subrecordswere found to differ by a factor of 2-3, thus
shifting the spectra up or down by the same amount.
Given the uncertainty in the sample variancesfrom the
finite record lengths, it is easy to justify vertical shifts
of the two individual spectra in Figure 3 so that they
match at the overlapping frequencies.This is equivalent to
hypothesizinga smooth, continuousspectral roll-off from
low to high frequencies,an assumptionthat does not seem
unreasonable. We have patched the two spectra together
by shifting the pier spectrum up by about a factor of 2
and shifting the mooring spectrum down by about the
same amount.
Since none of the individual peaks in
the two spectra are statistically significant, the composite
spectrum is closely approximated by the dashed straight
line in Figure 3. This line correspondsto a spectrumthat

Sc($)--

0 s<5x
10
-4
cpd
s-1'35 5 X 10-4 cpd< s < 1 cpd

0

(14)

s > 1 cpd

(i.e., an s-1'35 spectrum
for periods
rangingfrom1 day
to 2000days)at 212evenlyspaced
frequencies
ranging
from 0 to 10 cpd. The discrete spectrum was then inverse

Fouriertransformedto obtain the covariancefunctionR(•')

at 2TMlags•- separated
by lag intervals
of 0.1 day. This
inverse Fourier transform must be handled carefully, as is

describedin section11.4.2 of Bendat and Piersol [1986].
Increasing the upper limit of the frequency band over

whichthe spectrum
wasassumed
to havethe formsTM
has little effect, since the energy level is so low at high
frequencies. However, the calculated covariance function is
rather sensitive to the lower limit used for this frequency
band. The value used here givesa good fit to the covariance

functioncomputedfrom the SIO pier data (seebelow).
Since the spectrumas definedby (14) is nonnegative
at all frequencies, the covariance function derived in this
manner is positive definite, as discussedin section 2. The

computedcovarianceR(•') at eachlag •- wasnormalizedby

varieswithfrequency
ass-1'35. Forpresent
purposes,
only the varianceR(0) to obtain the correlationfunction p(•')
the spectral shape is important; the absolute magnitude shown by the heavy line in Figure 5. For comparison, the
of the spectrum does not matter because the composite sample correlation function computed from the SIO pier
spectrumis usedto estimatethe correlationfunctionp(•') data at 3.5-day lag intervals is shown by the dots. The

rather than the covariancefunction R(•').

The signal

derived

correlation

function

can be seen to be somewhat

variance
R(0) --r•2 necessary
to relatethecorrelation
and low at short lags and somewhat high at long lags, but it
covariance
functions
by R(•')- r•2p(•
') mustbeestimatedis generally a reasonably good fit to the sample correlation

byothermeans
(seestep4 intheappendix•.
Thevariancefunction.
of the log-transformed SIO pier data was r•' - 0.065.
The procedure followed to obtain an estimate of the

The

differences

are due to the

facts

that

the

spectrum of the pier data is not exactly of the form

sTM andthat it excludes
the importanthigh-frequency

correlation function p(•-) was to sample the two-sided variability that is not resolvedby the pier data.
continuouscomposite spectrum defined by
From the formalismin section2, the functionsof p(•-)
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For general application, discretely sampledvaluesof this
correlationfunction are listed in Table I for lags•- ranging
from 0 to 100 days. A simple cubic spline fit to the 25
values in the table yields a continuouscorrelation function
p(•-) that differsfrom the correlationfunctiondeducedfrom
Figure 3 by a root mean square of 0.001 with a maximum

" " "..
25

50

75

I00

Lag (days)

Fig. 5. The correlation function of log-transformedchlorophyll
variability computed from the inverse Fourier transform of the

composite
spectrumSc(s) = s-z'35 as describedin the text
(heavysolidline). The dotsrepresentthe samplecorrelationval-

of 0.015 over 0.1-day lag intervalsbetween0 and 100 days.
The reader can therefore obtain an acceptablyaccurate
continuousrepresentationof the signal correlationfunction
from a cubicsplinefit to the 25 discretevalues'in Table 1.
In practice, if the spectrum of log-transformedchlorophyll variability is found to deviate significantlyfrom that
shownin Figure 3 at the particular geographicallocation
of interest, the proceduresoutlined in this sectioncan be
followedto derive the appropriate correlationfunction for
estimating the effectsof samplingerror.

ues from the SIO pier data computed at 3.5-day lag intervals. For

comparison,
the correlation
functions
corresponding
to s-1 and
s-3 spectraare shown'by the dashedand dottedlines,respec-

5.

COMPOSITE AVERAGING

AND OPTIMAL

ESTIMATION

tively (seediscussion
in section6.2).

To illustrate the sampling error in time-averaged logtransformed chlorophyll variability, two 4.5-year time series
of CZCS estimates of chlorophyll concentration were obtained for the geographicalregionsshown in Figure 6 from
that are neededto solve (8) for the mean squarederror
A. Thomas at the Atlantic Center for Remote Sensing
of any linear estimate and to solve (11) for the weights
of the Ocean in Canada. These data had been spatially

in the optimalestimateare the M 2 correlations
Pmn

given by (7a), the M integrals8m given by (7b), and the
double integral y given by (7c). The Pmn require the
signal correlation only at the discrete lags separating the
observation times. For the CZCS measurements, which
are separated by multiples of 1 day, these can easily be
obtained from the derived correlation function with 0.1-day
lag interval. The functions 8m and y require first and
secondintegrals of the correlation function over continuous
lags. These integrals can probably be evaluated with
acceptable accuracy by integrating the 0.1-day sampled
correlation function using the simple trapezoidal rule. In
practice, however, we fit the discretely sampled correlation
function with a cubic spline, which immediately provides

p(•') at any arbitrary lag • and its first integral(equation
(7b)) betweenany two limits of integration. The second
integral (equation (7c)) was then evaluatedby Romberg
integration of the spline-derivedintegral (equation (?b))
[e.g.,Presset al., 1986].
An obvious concern in application is how representative

the compositespectrum in Figure 3 (and hence the
correlationfunctionshownby the heavy line in Figure 5)
is of chlorophyll variability at locations other than off
southern California. Surely it is too much to hope for
a universal frequency spectrum of chlorophyll variability.
On the other hand, it may not be unreasonableto expect

generally similar spectral characteristics(roll-off rates)
at other locations after removing seasonal and diurnal
variability. In any case, there seems to be an acute
shortage of in situ chlorophyll time series from which to
examine this question at present. The dependenceof the
estimated mean squared error on the form of the frequency
spectrum is investigated in section 5.3, and the error
,

introduced
by assuming
the s-1'35 chlorophyll
frequency
spectrum deducedfrom Figure 3 is investigatedin section
6.2.

It

is concluded

that

use of the correlation

function

shown by the heavy line in Figure 5 is adequate within the
likely bounds of the spectral characteristicsof chlorophyll
variability.

averagedover approximately0.07ø of latitude by 1.4ø of
longitude. Recall from section 2 that the mean squared
error of an estimated temporal average can be determined
without actually knowing the data values. For the purposesof this study, only the observationtimes at the two
locations

are therefore

considered.

The two geographical regions considered characterize

two quite different CZCS samplingregimes. Clear skies

TABLE 1. DiscreteSamplesof the CorrelationFunctionp(•)
Shown by the Heavy Line in Figure 5 for Lags • Ranging

From 0 to 100 Days at 5-Day Intervals (Except for 1-Day
Lag Intervals for • _• 5 Days)
•-, days
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

pO')
1.0000
0.8922
0.8400
0.8028
0.7729
0.7475
0.6548
0.5893
0.5369
0.4926
0.4539
0.4193
0.3878
0.3590
0.3323
0.3074
0.2840
0.2620
0.2412
0.2215
0.2027
0.1848
0.1677
0.1513
0.1355
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correlation time scalesare examined in sections5.3 and 5.4,
respectively. Throughout this section, it is assumed that
the seasonalcycle of log-transformedchlorophyllvariability
has been estimated independently and removed from the

observations(see steps 2 and 3 in the appendix). An
estimateof •(t0) -0 is thus equivalentto estimatingjust
the seasonal mean value at time to.
45

45

5.1. AveragingPeriod and MeasurementError-to-Signal

2

Variance

4O

4O

Ratio

Attention is restricted in this sectionto the sampling
pattern for calendaryear 1980. This period is characteristic
of the first 3 years of the CZCS data record. Sampling
was generally much less frequent after 1981 because of
a combination of CZCS sensordegradation and reduced

poweravailabilityonboardthe Nimbus7 satellite (seeFu
et al. [1990]for a detaileddiscussion).Averagingperiods
T ranging from 5 to 50 days and measurement error-to-

signalvariance
ratiosof A- er2/•2 -3.5, 1.5,0.5, and0
are considered.
35 -

-

35

All error estimates

in this section were

computedusingthe signalcorrelationfunctionp(T) shown
by the heavy line in Figure 5, and the measurementerrors
were assumedto be uncorrelated.For the SIO pier signal

variance
of •2 _-0.065,thefourvalues
of A correspond
to
log-transformed
measurement
errorvariances
of er2 -0.23,
30
130

I

I

125
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30

6O

1 5

i i i

Fig. 6. The locations of the two CZCS time seriesof chlorophyll
concentration

for which the observation

times

are considered

i

!

Region 1

for

the simulations in sections 5, 6, and 7.

M:222

45

t: 6.7 days
are more common in region 1 off southern California
than in region 2 off central Oregon, especially during the
wintertime. Consequently, long time intervals between
successiveclear CZCS images are generally more frequent
for region 2. This is quantified in Figure 7 by histograms
of sample interval for the 4.5-year period beginning July
11, 1979. The sampling characteristics for the two regions
can be briefly summarized as follows. Overall, there
were about 15% more observationsin region I than in
region 2, although this was highly variable from year to
year. During 1980, for example, there were nearly twice
as many observations in region I as in region 2. During
1981 and 1982, there were about the same number of
observationsin each region. Clear images tended to occur
in bursts rather than being evenly distributed over the year;
the most frequent sample interval was I day, accounting for
more than one fourth of the observations in each region.
There were secondary peak sample intervals at about 5
and 11 days. For both regions, the overall average sample

3O

15

6O

lIII]III!I'''•I••s'I''''I''''I•••'II•'•
Region 2
M=194

45

At =8.5days
5O

15

interval was about a week (see Figure 7) and more than
two thirds of the observationswere separated by a week or
less.

The mean squared errors of composite averages and
optimal estimates are examined in section 5.1 as functions
of the averaging period T and the measurement error-

0

to-signal
variance
ratioA- er2/•2. Attentionis focusedFig.

on 30-day and 10-day averages in the remainder of
section 5. The mean squared errors are examined as a
function of time in section 5.2. The dependencies of the
mean squared errors on the signal and measurement error

I0

20

:30

40

Time Separation

50

60

70

80

(days)

7. Histograms of the time interval between successiveCZCS
observationsfor the two regionsshownin Figure 6 for the 4.5-year
period July 11, 1979, to December 1, 1984. The total number of
observations M and average sample interval At are indicated for
each region.
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0.1, 0.03,and 0. Thesevaluesof er2 represent
factorof canbe seenfromFigure8 to be muchmoredependent
on
3, 2, 1.5, and i chlorophyllmeasurementerrors, with the T thanthose
ofoptimalestimates.
Foreachvalueof A,the
__

latter equivalent to zero measurement error. As discussed

•bfor the composite
averages
at eachlocation
arelarger

previously,the actual CZCS measurement
error probably for all averaging
periodsthan thosefor optimalestimates
lies betweena factorof 1.5 and 2, corresponding
to er2 with the corresponding
valueof A. The expectederrors
between 0.03 and 0.1. For the SIO pier variance of of composite
averages
approach
thoseof optimalestimates

r/2- 0.065,thiscorresponds
to a valueof A between
0.5 whenT is largebutgenerally
increase
muchmorerapidly

and 1.5.

with decreasingT.

For each combinationof T and A, the fractional mean

It is also apparent from Figure 8 that the errors of

squared
errors•b2(c•,t•,T)of composite
averages
and compositeaveragesare much more dependenton the

optimalestimates
werecomputed
from(8) at timest•,

distribution
of CZCSobservations
than thoseof optimal

i = 1,...,NT at the centersof the NT non-overlappingestimates.
Forregion1, theerrorsdecrease
withincreasing
periodsT during1980. Sincecomposite
averages
cannotbe averaging
periodasanticipated.
Thesameisgenerally
true
constructed
whentherearenoobservations
in the averaging for region2. The increase
in errorfor averaging
periods

periodT, onlythoseN½ periodswith at leastoneCZCS longer
than40daysforregion
2 isbecause
these
averaging
observationare consideredhere. Optimal estimatescan be periods
are longenough
to includewintertime
averages
constructedfor periodsT with no observations,but the
mean squarederrors for these periods are excluded from the

with a very smallnumberof observations,
as will be seen

fromthedistribution
of CZCSobservations
in Figure10.

analysispresentedhere to make the comparisonbetween For verysmallA, however,
the composite
average
errors
compositeaveragesand optimal estimatescompatible.The forregion
2 exhibita rathersurprising
behavior;
the• for
averagefractional mean squarederror over the period smallT areactually
somewhat
smaller
thanthose
forlarge
considered is
T. This is becausethe CZCS observationstend to occur

in burstsof severalsamples
overa shortperiod,as was
notedpreviously
fromFigure7. Composite
averages
over
i--1
thesewell-sampled
shortperiods
aretherefore
reasonably
accurate
as longas the measurement
erroris small(i.e.,
The squareroot of the averagefractionalmeansquared A is small).Astheaveraging
period
increases
beyond
the
error (equation(15)), whichwill be denotedshorthandas
spanoverwhichburstsof samplesoccur,the composite
• with the dependence
on c• and T implicit,is plottedin averages
become
lessreliable.The • for regioni areless

i

•b2

ß

•b
:•(øz
'T)- •TT
E (oz
,t•),T).

(15)

Figure 8 as a function of T for each value of A considered.

sensitive
to thiseffectthan thosefor region2 because
there
The errorsof the optimalestimatesdecrease
smoothly werefewerlonggapsbetween
sampling
bursts(i.e.,more
and monotonicallywith increasingaveragingperiod. The shortintervals
witha smallnumber
of samples).
errors are somewhatlarger for the infrequentlysampled
The dotted lines in Figure 8 representthe standard
region 2 than for the comparativelydensely sampled deviation
oftime-averaged
log-transformed
chlorophyll
conregion 1. In both regions,the dependence
of • on centration
z(to)normalized
bythesquare
rootofthesignal
averagingperiod is weak; the errors of optimal estimates

variance
r/•. Asshown
insection
2,thisquantity
isgiven

of 10-dayaverages,
for example,are lessthan 20% larger bythesquare
rootof (10),whichis thefractional
expected
than thoseof 30-dayaverages(see,however,the discussion error of an estimateof •(t0)- 0 and will thereforebe
at the endof section7). The errorsof composite
averages denoted
shorthand
as•b0.The expected
error• mustbe
2.0
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(equation
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forcalendar
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period
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in Figure
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rootof(10),asa function
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period
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smallerthan •b0for a linear estimateof the form (3) to be accuracies of composite averages are very sensitive to all
better than simplyestimating•(t0) - 0. At both locations, three factors. Indeed, without accurate knowledgeof A, it is

the • for optimalestimates
are considerably
smallerthan not even possibleto generalizewhether a compositeaverage
•b0for all T and A. The most importantconclusion
from for a given T will be more accurate than just estimating
Figure 8 is that for a value of A - 1.5 (corresponding
to •(t0) -0. Similarly, the accuracyof a compositeaverage
for a given A depends critically on T and the temporal
distribution of sample observations.

a factor-of-2 measurement error for the SIO pier variance

of r•2 - 0.065),the• forcomposite
averages
exceed
•0 for
averagingperiodsof lessthan 2-3 weeksfor region I and

5.2. Temporal Dependence

for all averagingperiods for region 2.
The effectsof changingA are shownby the plots of • as
a function of A in Figure 9 for averagingperiodsof T - 10
and 30 days. For compositeaveragesand optimal estimates,

In this section, the expected errors of composite averages
and optimal estimates are examined as a function of time
for the 1980 and 1981 calendar years. The square root of
ß

• initially increases
rapidlywith increasing
A. The rate the fractionalmean squarederror (8) at time t• will be
of increase drops by about a factor of 2 as A increases denoted shorthand as •bi, with the dependenceon c• and T
from 0 to I and remains nearly constantthereafter (i.e., implicit. Optimal estimates were computed for all intervals
• increases
approximately
linearlywith increasing
A• 1). and a compositeaverageof zero (with correspondingerror
Over the full range of A, •b for composite averagesis more •i -•b0) was usedfor intervalswith no observations.The
than twice as sensitive to A as that for optimal estimates.

signalcorrelationfunctionp(•-) shownby the heavyline in

The greater sensitivity of composite averages to A
is a result of the relatively small number of CZCS
sampleswithin the averaginginterval. The estimatesare
thereforemore susceptibleto errorsin the observations.A
quantitative understandingof the accuracyof composite
averagesthus depends critically on knowledgeof the
measurementerror-to-signalvarianceratio A. This requires

Figure5, the SIO piersignalvariance
of r•2 --0.065, and
a factor-of-2
measurement
error(a2 -0.1) wereusedand
the measurement

errors

were assumed

to be uncorrelated.

Thesevaluesof r•2 and a2 correspond
to a measurement

error-to-signal variance ratio of A - 1.5.
The errors of 30-day averages are shown as a function
of time in Figure 10a. For both regions, the •bi exhibit a
detailedknowledge
of the signalvariancer•2 and the distinct seasonalcycle related to the temporal distributions
measurement
errorvariancea2. As discussed
previously,of observations. The range of the seasonal variability
the latter is presentlynot well understoodfor the CZCS. of •bi is much larger for composite averages than for
Optimal estimatesare computedfrom observationsboth optimal estimates. For region 1, the errors are large for
within and outside of the averaging interval and are the approximate 2-month winter rainy seasonoff southern
therefore based on a much larger number of observations California and again for 2-3 months during the summer
than compositeaverages. This helps to reducethe effects season of coastal fog and stratus cloud cover. For region
of random measurement errors in the optimal estimates. 2, the errors are large for an extended period of 4-6
Consequently,
whencomparedwith compositeaverages,the months during the northwest winter rainy seasonand small
during the summer seasonof prevailing clear skies. Except
accuraciesof optimal estimatesare lessdependenton A.
It can be concluded that the accuracies of optimal for the foggy periods in region I and clear periods in
estimates are only weakly dependent on T, A, and the region 2 during late summer of both years, the •i for
temporal distribution of sample observations,while the each estimate are everywheresmaller for region I than for

Region I

Region 2

1.2

0.9

0.6

Q5

0.0

Q6

1.2

1.8

2.4

5.0

Q6

1.2

I.

2

$.0

Fig. 9. The squareroot of the averagefractionalmean squarederror (equation(15)) of compositeaverages(thin
lines) and optimal estimates (heavy lines) for calendar year 1980 as a function of measurementerror-to-signal
variance ratio A for the two regions shown in Figure 6. The two individual curves of each type correspond to

averagingperiodsof T -- 10 days (upper) and 30 days (lower). The dotted lines correspondto •b0 given by the
squareroot of (10) for 10-day (upper) and 30-day (lower) averages.The heavy dashedlines representthe square
root of the average fractional mean squared error for suboptimal estimates as a function of the actual value of A

when a value of A -- 1.5 is assumed(seesection6.1).
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the less frequently sampled region 2. The •)i for optimal
estimates of 30-day averages are smaller than those for
compositeaveragesby 20-30% during periods of frequent

CZCS samplesand by more than 100% during periods of
infrequent samples. For the value of A - 1.5 used here, the

•i for compositeaveragesoften exceed•0 (shownby the
dotted lines), especiallyfor region 2. By comparison,the

are generally smaller than •0, but only marginally so.
Sincethe actual CZCS measurementerror probably falls

somewhere
between
a2_ 0.03and0.1(corresponding
to A
between
0.5and1.5fortheSIOpiervariance
ofr/2-- 0.065),
it can be concludedthat 10-daycompositeaveragesare not
sufficientlymore accuratefor most purposesthan simply
estimating•(t0) = 0.

•)i for optimal estimates are always smaller than •0.
The errors of 10-day averagesare shown as a function of 5.3. Signal Correlation Time Scale
time in Figure 10b. The •)i for 10-day composite averages
The error estimates presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2
are much larger than those of 30-day composite averages were basedon the correlationfunctionp(•-) shownby the
and are seldom smaller than •0- For a smaller value of heavy line in Figure 5. As was describedin section 4.3,

A -0.5 (not shown),the •)i for 10-daycompositeaverages this correlation function was computed from a frequency
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Fig. 10b. The sameas Figure 10a, exceptfor non-overlapping10-day averagingperiods.

spectrum
with s-1'35roll-off.The formalism
in section
2 different sampling densities at the two locations. The
values of •b for the composite average decrease with
squared error on the signal spectral roll-off rate (or, increasing
r. For r • 1.4,the • for optimalestimates
also
equivalently,
the signalcorrelationtime scale)by changing decreasewith increasingr. Thus the accuraciesof both
p(•) appropriately.The methodsummarizedin section4.3 compositeaveragesand optimal estimates improve as the
was used to obtain correlation functions for spectra of the chlorophyllsignal becomesprogressivelymore dominated
formSc.(S)
= s-r for spectralroll-offratesr rangingfrom by low-frequencyvariability.
0 to 3. Thesecorrelation
functions
wereusedto compute
•
A perhaps surprisingresult of Figure 11 is that the •
for composite
averages
andoptimalestimates
during1980 for opt.imalestimatesdecreasefor r • 1.4. This can be
as a function of r using the same signal and measurement explained as follows. In the extreme case of r = 0, the
error characteristics
as in section 5.2.
chlorophyllvariability is a random, "white noise"process
The values of • for 10-day and 30-day averages are over all time scalesdown to the 1-day period included in
shown as a function of r in Figure 11. As anticipated, •b the spectrum(equation(14)) from which the correlation
for composite averagesare always much larger than those function was derived. The true average is then very
can be applied to investigate the dependence of mean

for optimal estimates. For all values of r, the errors
are smaller for region 1 than for region 2, reflecting the

nearly zero.

The optimal estimate takes this random

character into account in the evaluation of the weights
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Fig. 11. The squareroot of the averagefractional mean squarederror (equation (15)) of compositeaverages(thin
lines) and optimal estimates(heavylines) as a functionof the spectralroll-off rate r of log-transformedchlorophyll
variability for a measurement error-to-signal variance ratio of A -- 1.5. The two individual curves of each type

correspondto averagingperiodsof T -- 10 days (upper) and 30 days (lower). The dotted lines correspondto %b0
given by the squareroot of (10) for 10-day (upper) and 30-day (lower) averagesas a function of r. The heavy
dashed lines represent the square root of the average fractional mean squared error of suboptimal estimates as a

function of spectral roll-off rate r when the correlation function for r -- 1.35 is assumed(seesection6.2).

C•mby (11) and yields an estimate of approximatelyzero effectively equivalent to an error-free time serieswith lower
with expected error thus equal to •b0. Recall from (10) spectral roll-off rate. Decreasing A thus has the same effect
that the fractional error •b0 of an estimateof •(t0) -0 is as increasing r. The effects of serial correlation of the
also the fractional standard deviation of the time-averaged

measurement

errors

are examined

in section

5.4.

__

signal z(t). The value of •b0 (shownby the dotted lines
The •b for 10-day averages can be seen from Figure 11
in Figure 11) therefore increasesas the signal spectral to depend on r similarly to the •b for 30-day averages.For
roll-off rate r increases(i.e., the spectrum becomesless a given value of r, the values of • for optimal estimates
"white"). The optimal estimate takes into account the increase somewhat, but the •b for composite averages
__

nonrandom nature of the signal variability when r > 0

increasesubstantially for the shorter averagingperiod. The
most significant change is that the crossoverpoint above
value of •b is consequently less than •b0 and therefore which the •b for composite averages are smaller than
increases with increasing r at a lower rate than •b0. The shifts to a much higher value of r. For a value of A - 1.5,
critical roll-off rate r • 1.4 apparently represents the point the composite averages are less accurate than an estimate
at which the spectrum of chlorophyll variability becomes of zero even for a spectral roll-off rate as large as r -- 3.
sufficiently "red" for the optimal estimate to separate the
It can be concluded that because composite averagesare
low-frequency signal from the random measurement error. based only on the relatively small number of observations
The values of •b then begin to decrease with increasing r within each averaging period, they can only benefit in a very
above the critical roll-off rate.
limited way from low-frequency variability of chlorophyll.
Since •b for optimal estimates becomes increasingly This is especially true for large A. Since optimal estimates
smaller than •b0 as the spectral roll-off rate r increases, are based on a much larger number of observationsspanning
optimal estimates are always more accurate than an a much wider period of time, they more effectively utilize
estimate of zero, with the degree of improvement increasing information on the spectral characteristics of chlorophyll
with increasing r.
For 30-day composite averages, the variability to improvethe accuracyof the estimate•(t0).
values of •b are smaller than •b0 for large values of r but
exceed it for small r. For the value of A- 1.5 used here, 5.4. Measurement Error Correlation Time Scale
the crossoverpoint above which 30-day composite averages
In the preceding sections, the measurement errors have
become more accurate
than an estimate
of zero occurs at
approximately r -- 1.2 for region I and r - 1.6 for region 2. been assumedto be temporally uncorrelated. The actual
correlation time scaleof CZCS measurementerrors is very
The •b for 30-day averages and smaller values of
(not shown) are qualitatively similar to Figure 11. The poorly understood at present. The effects of temporally
values of •b decrease and the rate of decrease of •b with correlated measurementerrors are investigatedin this secincreasing r is greater both for composite averagesand for tion by assuminga Gaussian measurement error correlation
optimal estimates. The critical roll-off rates for optimal function
witha valueof 0.5 at lag•- - •-1/2fora rangeof
estimates and the value of the roll-off crossoverpoint above values
of •-1/2;a valueof •-1/2-0 corresponds
to uncorrelated measurement
errors.
The Gaussian measurement
which the •b for composite averages are smaller than
error correlation functions were used to compute the error
both shift to smaller values of r because of the assumed

and yields an estimatethat is better than •(t0) --0. The

__

__

__

__

__

random

nature

of the

measurement

error.

Measurement

correlation
matrixN• foreachvalueof •-1/2considered.

errors serve to make the measured chlorophyll time series The •b werethen computedfrom (8) for composite
averages
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Fig. 12. The squareroo½of ½heaveragefrac½ionalmean squarederror (equa½ion(15)) of compositeaverages(Chin
lines) and optima] estimates (heavy lines) for calendar year 1980 as a function of measurementerror correlation

timescalezl/2 (seetext) fora measurement
error-to-signal
variance
ratioof A: 1.5. Thetwoindividual
curves
of each•ype correspond
•o averagingperiodsof T = •0 days (upper) and 30 days (lower). The do•½edlines
correspond½o•0 given by ½hesquareroo½of (10) for 10-day (upper) and 30-day (lower) averages.The heavy
dashed lines representthe square roo[ of [he averagefractional mean squared error of subop½imalestimates as a

func[ionof the ac[ualcorrelation
½imescalez]/2 when½hemeasurement
errorsare assumed
[o be uncorrela[ed,
i.e.,z]/2 = 0 (seesec½ion
6.3).

and optimalestimates
during1980as a functionof T1/2 computedby (15) are generallybetter sampled(i.e., the
usingthe samevaluesof p(•-) and/k as in section5.2
The values of • for averaging periods of T- 10 days
and 30 days are shown as a function of error correlation

observationsare more evenlydistributedoverthe averaging
interval) than for 30-day periods. The measurementerror
is therefore better resolvedin 10-day compositeaverages

timescale•-1/2in Figure12for•-1/2ranging
from0 to 150 forsufficiently
longerrordecorrelation
timescale
•-1/2.
days. Comparedwith optimal estimates,the accuraciesof

composite averagescan be seen to be much more sensitive

6.

SUBOPTIMAL

ESTIMATION

to correlated
measurement
errors.Forsmallvaluesof •-1/2,
The error analyses in section 5 clearly demonstrate the
• increases
withincreasing
•-1/2at a ratemorethan3 times superiority of optimal estimation over composite average
greater for composite averagesthan for optimal estimates.
The • for composite averagesare nearly twice as large as

thosefor optimalestimates
for all •-1/2.

For•-1/2longer
thanapproximately
theaveraging
period
T, the expected errors of composite averages become
relatively constant becauseonly CZCS observationswithin
the averaginginterval are includedin the compositeaverage,

estimates of time-averaged chlorophyll variability.
The
primary difficulty in application is the need for a priori
estimates of the chlorophyll signal and measurement error
variances and correlation functions. An important question
is how sensitive the optimal estimates are to assumed
values for these parameters. The sensitivities to assumed
values for the measurement error-to-signal variance ratio/k,

and•-1/2> T therefore
cannot
increase
• substantially.
A the spectralroll-off rate r of the signal(or equivalently,the

similar flattening of the error curve for optimal estimates
occurs because observations nearest the averaging period
T are weighted most heavily. An interesting result from
Figure 12 is that the • for optimal estimates continue to

signal correlation time scale) and the measurementerror

correlation
time scale•-1/2are examinedin this section.
The optimal estimation formalism in section 2 is used to
compute the weights am, ra- 1,...,_M by solving the

increase
until •-1/2• 50 days,regardless
of the averaginglinear system (11) using assumedvalues for /k, r and
period. For larger•-1/2, the • for optimalestimates •-1/2-The resulting
estimates
•(t0) will be referred
to here
decrease somewhat, evidently because such very long time
scale measurement errors are better resolved with the large
number of observationsincluded in optimal estimation and

as "suboptimal estimates" and are equal to the optimal
estimates only if the three assumed parameters are correct.

can therefore

valid for any prescribed weights am and is thus applicable

be better

accounted

for in the estimate.

The expression(8) for the fractional mean squarederror is

A curious feature of Figure 12 is the crossoverof the
error curves for 10-day and 30-day compositeaveragesfor

whether
or notthecorrect
values
of/k,r, and•-1/2areused

region2. For small•-1/2,the • for 10-dayaverages
are

the correct values for these parameters must be used in all

larger than those for 30-day averagesas expected. For

terms in (8) exceptthe C•m.

•-1/2•10 days,however,
10-daycomposite
averages
are

A point that may need clarification is the distinction
between the true error of suboptimal estimates and the error

more accurate than 30-day composite averages. This is
related to the burst sampling discussedpreviously which
was more prevalent in region 2 than in region 1 during
1980. The 10-day periods included in the estimate •

in (11) to computethe C•m. The only requirementis that

estimated
usingassumed
values
for/k,r, and•-1/2in (8) as
well as in (11). If the three parametersare unknown,one
might consider computing the fractional mean squared error
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from (8) usingthe assumedvalues. However,if the true

necessitatesusing an assumedform for the signal correlation

values differ from the assumed values, this error estimate
may be overly optimistic or pessimistic. Unfortunately,
the relationship between the true error of the suboptimal
estimate and the error computed using the assumed values

functionp(r). The correlationfunctionshownby the heavy
line in Figure 5 has been used throughout most of this
study in order to isolate the effects of other factors on

the estimationerror. This particular form for p(r) was

spectrum
obtained
in
for A, r, andrl/2 cannotbe determined
withoutaccurate derivedfromthe s-1'35 frequency
knowledge of all three parameters. However, if the true
error of the suboptimal estimate can be shown to differ
little from the error of the optimal estimate, one can
at least take solace in the fact that the accuracy of the

section 4 from in situ measurements of chlorophyll and
fluorescence off southern California.

The effects of different

spectral roll-off rate r on •p for optimal estimates were
examined in section 5.3. The •p for suboptimal estimates

estimate5(t0) wouldnot improvemuchfrom moreaccurate computed using r-

1.35 to solve (11) for the weights

knowledge
of A, r, andrl/2. The goalof thissection
is to

O•m are examined in this section as a function of the true

investigate this question.

spectral
roll-offrater assuming
A -- 1.5andr•/2 -- O.

6.1. Measurement Error-to-Signal Variance Ratio

Primarily becauseof ignoranceof the measurementerror

variance
rr2, the measurement
error-to-signal
variance
ratio
A is generally not well known. A value of A-- 1.5 has
been used throughout most of this study in order to isolate
the effects of other

factors

on the estimation

error.

This

particular value of A was based on the SIO pier signal

variance
of r/2-- 0.065and the worst-case
scenario
of a
factor-of-2
measurement
error,corresponding
to er2 --0.1.
The effects of • on • for optimal estimates were examined
in section 5.1. The • for suboptimal estimates computed

The results for calendar year 1980 are shown by the
heavy dashed lines in Figure 11 for suboptimal estimates
of 10-day and 30-day averages. As it must be, •p for the
suboptimal estimate is exactly the same as that for the
optimal estimate when r - 1.35; this is the spectral roll-off
for which the assumedcorrelation function was generated.
It is evident from the figure that the •p for suboptimal
estimatesare nearly constant and differ little from the •p for

optimalestimates
whenr >•1. Forlargeenoughr, then,the
suboptimal estimates obtained by assumingthat r-- 1.35
are nearly as accurate as the optimal estimates that could
be obtained

if the

true

value

of r

were

known.

The

using• -- 1.5 to solve(11) for the weightsC•mare examined agreement is especiallyclose for values of r ranging from
in this section as a function of the true value of A assuming

about i to 2. This was found to be true regardlessof the

r = 1.35andrl/2 = 0.

measurement error-to-signal variance ratio A. For smaller

The results for calendar year 1980 are shown by the
heavy dashed lines in Figure 9 for suboptimal estimates
of 10-day and 30-day averages. As it must be, • for
the suboptimal estimate is exactly the same as that for
the optimal estimate when the assumed value of •1.5
is correct. It is evident from Figure 9 that the values
of • for the suboptimal estimates increase approximately
linearly with increasing •, but the dependence on • is
remarkably weak; the • for suboptimal estimates increase
by less than 30% as • increasesfrom 0 to 3. Moreover,
the • for suboptimal estimates differ little from the values

valuesof r, the suboptimalestimatesbecomeincreasingly

for optimalestimateswhen A• 0.6. For large enough•,
then, the suboptimal estimates obtained by assuming that
• - 1.5 are nearly as accurate as the optimal estimates
that

could

be obtained

if the true

value

of • were known.

less accurate than the optimal estimates but are still much
more accurate than the compositeaverages.

Thecorrelation
functions
p(r) fors-1 ands-2 spectral
roll-offs are shown in Figure 5 by the dashed and dotted
lines, respectively. It is evident from Figure 5 that the

lags at which p(r) have a value of 0.5 are about 4 and

76 daysfor s-1 ands-2 spectra,respectively,
compared
with about25 daysfor the s-1'35 spectrum.Theseare
probably reasonable bounds on the true correlation time
scale of log-transformed chlorophyll variability at most

locations. Since the suboptimal estimates are nearly as
accurate as optimal estimates for r between 1 and 2, use of

the correlation
function
for s-1'35 spectral
roll-off(heavy

line in Figure 5) to estimatetime averagesby suboptimal
For • • 0.6, the suboptimalestimatesbecomeincreasingly estimation should produce estimates that are acceptably
less accurate than the optimal estimates but are still more

accuratethan compositeaverages(except for very small A
for region1).
Because of the generally small log-transformed chlorophyll signal variance after the seasonal cycle is removed

closeto the actual optimal estimates for most applications.
For practical application, the reader can obtain a usefully
accurate representation of this correlation function from a

cubic spline fit to the 25 discrete sampleslisted in Table 1.

(only 0.065 for the SIO pier data) and the inherent 6.3. Measurement Error Correlation
noisinessof CZCS estimates of chlorophyll concentration

(measurementerrors somewherebetween a factor of 1.5
and 2), a measurementerror-to-signalvariance ratio of
• • 0.6 probably represents a lower bound on the true
value in most applications. Thus unless the signal variance

r/2 is verylarge(resulting
in a smallvalueof •), useof
the value • - 1.5 to estimate time averagesby suboptimal
estimation should produce estimates that are acceptably
close to the actual optimal estimates for most applications.
6.2. Signal Correlation Time Scale
In application, little may be known about the nature
of chlorophyll variability at the location of interest. This

Time Scale

As was discussedin section3, the correlation time scale

r•/2 of CZCSmeasurement
errorsis presently
verypoorly
understood but is generally speculated to be small.

A

valueof r•/2 = 0 hastherefore
beenusedthroughout
most
of this study in order to isolate the effects of other factors
on the estimation error. The •b for suboptimal estimates

computed
usinga valueof r•/2 --0 to solve(11) for the
weights am are examined in this section as a function of

thetruevalueof rl/2 assuming
r -- 1.35andA - 1.5.
The results for calendar year 1980 are shown by the
heavy dashed lines in Figure 12 for suboptimal estimates
of 10-day and 30-day averages. As it must be, •p for the
suboptimal estimate is exactly the same as that for the
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optimalestimatewhenthe assumed
valueof •'1/2---0 is
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Time seriesof simulated CZCS 30-day compositeaver-

correct. In contrast to the relatively small sensitivity to

agesand optimal estimatesfor the region 1 and region2
the accuracies of assumed forms for A and r demonstrated
samplingpatterns are shown in Figure 13a by the thin
in sections6.1 and 6.2, the estimated time average can be and heavy lines, respectively,
alongwith the true 30-day
seento be verysensitive
to •'1/2. The •b for suboptimalaverages(dotted lines). The compositeaveragesexhibit

estimates
increase
with increasing
•'1/2 at approximatelyapproximately twice as much scatter about the true values
twice the rate as the •b for optimal estimates but are still
much more accurate than composite averages, even for

as do the optimal estimates. For this particular 3.5-year
samplerecord,the root-mean-square
errorsof the compos-

verylarge•'1/2. Note,however,
that suboptimal
estimatesite averagesand optimal estimatesfor region 1 are 0.26 and

errorsfor region2 are
becomeworsethan an estimate of zero (i.e., • becomes 0.16, respectively;the corresponding
0.23
and
0.12.
The
occasional
large
positiveand negative
greater
than•b0)forWl/2• 30days.
spikesin the compositeaveragetime series,which have
It can be concluded that the time scale of measurement
errors is an important factor in the accuracy of suboptimal no basis in reality, are artifacts of samplingerror from
infrequentsamplingof chlorophyllvariability.

estimates.
As longas •'1/2is lessthana weekor so,the
suboptimal
estimates
obtained
by assuming
that •'1/2--0

Time seriesof simulated CZCS 10-day averagesare shown
in
Figure 13b. The positive and negative fluctuations of
should produce estimates that are acceptably close for
most applications to the actual optimal estimates that the composite averages are much more erratic than those
couldbeobtained
if thetruevalueof•'1/2wereknown.For for 30-day averages.The risk of interpreting these features
longer measurementerror correlation time scales,however, as real variations in chlorophyll concentration is clearly a
the expected errors of suboptimal and optimal estimates concern.
diverge, and the differencebecomessignificant.
An important observation from Figures 13a and 13b is
that for the value of A = 1.5 used here, the 10-day optimal
7. APPLICATION TO SIMULATED CZCS DATA
estimates do not differ substantially from the 30-day
The formalism presentedin this paper can be demon- optimal estimates. This results in part from the fact that
strated by applying the procedureoutlined in step-by-step the use of the correlation function shown by the heavy line
detail in the appendix to the 3.5-year SIO pier data. in Figure 5 effectively defines the filtering characteristics
For this application, the time-averagedchlorophyll con- of the optimal estimation. In addition, the white noise
centrationcan be determinedexactly and comparedwith spectral energy of measurementerrors becomeslarger than
composite averagesand optimal estimates constructed from the spectral energy of the signal above some threshold
irregularly spacedsamplesof the pier data. The in situ SIO frequency so that high-frequency signal and measurement
pier observations
describedin section4.1 were log10trans- error cannot be distinguished. Becauseof these two effects,
formedand interpolatedto obtain a nearlycontinuoustime the optimal estimate gives overly smooth time series of
series(evenlyspaceddata valueswith a 0.25-daysample short time averages. The conclusion is that chlorophyll
interval). This time serieswasthen seasonally
corrected variability on 10-day time scalescannot be resolved either
and sampled at the CZCS observation times for each of the by composite averages or by optimal estimation for the
two regions shown in Figure 6. It will be assumedfor the signal spectrum and measurement error-to-signal variance
purposesof demonstrationthat the interpolatedpier data ratio of A -- 1.5 consideredhere. For composite averages,
are error free.
the symptom of this inability to resolve the signal is
CZCS observations
were simulatedby addingnormally erratic fluctuations in the chlorophyll estimates. For
distributed
randomnoisewith variance
a2__ 0.1 (cor- optimal estimation, the symptom is an overly smooth time
respondingto a factor-of-2measurementerror) to the series• As A decreases,the ability to resolve chlorophyll
interpolated log-transformed pier time series at the times variability on short time scalesimproves. The improvement
of CZCS observationsfor regions I and 2. Since the is much greater for optimal estimation than for composite
signalvariance
of thepierdatais •2 _ 0.065,thisvalueof averages. This once again emphasizesthe need for accurate
a•' represents
a measurement
error-to-signal
variance
ratio knowledgeof A.
of A- 1.5. The portion of the CZCS record considered

spansthe 3.5-year period beginningJanuary 1, 1980. For
8. CONCLUSIONS
eachregion,30-dayaverages
of log-transformed
chlorophyll
concentrationwereestimatedat non-overlapping
30-dayinA techniquehas been presentedfor quantifyingthe
tervals by compositeaveragesand optimal estimation. For samplingerror in estimatesof a time-averaged
quantity
30-day periodsin which there were no CZCS observations, constructedfrom a time seriesof irregularlyspacedobservaa compositeaverageof zero was used, equivalent to esti- tions at a fixed location. Although the emphasishere is on
mating the seasonalmean value for that period. Optimal chlorophyll concentration estimated from satellite measureestimateswereformedusingthe correlationfunctionp(•-) mentsof oceancolor,the methodologyis equallyapplicable
shownby the heavy line in Figure 5. The estimated time to any irregularly sampled data set. In applicationsof
averageswere then comparedwith the "true" time averages the techniqueto chlorophylldata, it is advantageous
to
computed by integration of the 0.25-day pier data. In workwith log-transformed
data becausethe approximately
order to focus only on the estimation procedure, results normal distributionof the resultingdata valuesis more deare presented here for the nonseasonallog-transformed sirable, and it is easier to simulate the measurement errors
chlorophyll concentrationfrom step 10 of the procedure believedto be characteristic
of log-transformed
satellite
outlined in the appendix.
estimatesof chlorophyllconcentration.
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optimal estimates if measurement errors are correlated over
time scales longer than about a week. However, the suboptimal estimates were shown to be much more accurate
than composite averages, even for long measurement error
correlation time scales. Suboptimal estimation using the
recommended values for the parameters is thus a significant improvement over the composite averaging method
presently used.
The conclusionsof sections 6.1 and 6.2 have important
implications for practical applications of the formalism
presented here. While it is easy to criticize the in situ
chlorophyll measurements off southern California as not
•'1/2. For realisticvaluesof theseparameters,
compositebeing representative of chlorophyll variability at other
averagesover periods lessthan about a month are often less locations, it is much more dii•cult to support this concern
accurate than an estimate of zero. This conclusion depends with hard evidence;the unfortunate fact is that chlorophyll
most critically on the value of A, which requires more time seriesof sui•ciently long duration and short sampling
accurate knowledge of the measurementerror variance than interval necessary to test this objection appear to be
is presently available. Since the method outlined here is lacking at locations other than off southern California.
It

has

been

assumed

that

the

interest

is

in

time

averages, rather than instantaneous values, of chlorophyll
concentration at a particular location. A method that is
frequently used in analysesof CZCS data is to composite
average the irregularly spaced observations within the
specified averaging period. This method was consideredin
detail in section 5. The accuracy of composite averages
was shown to be very sensitiveto the temporal distribution
of CZCS observations. The expected error of composite
averages increases rapidly with increasing measurement
error-to-signal variance ratio A, decreasingaveraging period
T, and increasingmeasurementerror correlation time scale

appliedto nonseasonal
data (seethe appendix),an estimate

The weak sensitivities

of the estimate

to the measurement

of zero is equivalent to simply estimating the seasonalmean

error-to-signal variance ratio A and the signal correlation

value.

time scale(or, equivalently,the signalspectralroll-off rate

A much better method of estimating time averages r) imply that there is wide latitude in the specification
was introduced
in section 2 and examined
in detail in
of these parameters; use of the values deduced from the
should therefore
be
section 5. The method is based on optimal estimation, in situ data off southern California
which estimates the time average as a weighted sum of the acceptable for applications at most other locations. If
irregularly spaced observationswith weights C•mcomputed evidence is found to the contrary, it is straightforward to
from the signal and measurement error variances and apply the formalism of section 2 with different values for
correlation functions. Optimal estimates were shown to be these parameters.
The procedure for applying the formalism presented here
much more accurate than composite averages. Moreover,
the accuracyof optimal estimatesis much lesssensitiveto A, is outlined in detail along with somecautionary notes in the
•'1/2,andthe temporaldistribution
of CZCSobservations.appendix. Application of the technique in section 7 to two
Furthermore, optimal estimation is much more effective at simulated CZCS data sets for which the true time averages
utilizing information on the signal correlation time scale to are known clearly illustrates the superior performance
of optimal estimates compared with composite averages.
reduce the expected error of the estimate.
The primary dii•culty in application of optimal esti- It also demonstrates that a large measurement error-tomation, aside from a greater computational burden than signal variance ratio A and specification of a long signal
simple composite averaging, is the need for a priori spec- correlation time scale fundamentally limit the temporal
ification of the signal and measurement error variances resolution of estimated time averages. For the chlorophyll
and correlation
functions.
In the absence of detailed
signal spectrum considered here and a value of A- 1.5,
descriptionsof these parameters, it was suggestedthat the 30-day optimal estimates are adequate, but 10-day optimal
optimal estimation formalism be applied using assumed estimates are overly smooth. The ability to resolve short
valuesof A -- 1.5, •'1/2= 0, and the signalcorrelationtime averagesimproves with decreasing A and specification
function derived from in situ measurementsof chlorophyll of a shorter signal correlation time scale.
In principal, the temporal interpolation technique preand fluorescenceoff southern California. The resulting estimates (termed "suboptimalestimates"here) are optimal sented here, which usesonly observationsat the geographonly if the assumed values of the parameters are correct. ical location of interest, could be extended to include
Discrete samplesof the signal correlation function are listed spatial interpolation using CZCS observations at nearby
in Table 1. A simple spline fit to the 25 values in the table locations. This would require a priori knowledge of the
yieldsa continuousrepresentationof p(•-) with acceptable spatial correlation function of chlorophyll variability over
accuracy for general application. The 3.5-year time series scales ranging from about I km to perhaps 500 km.
of optimal estimates of non-overlapping 30-day averagesin Such information probably does not exist from presently
section7 were computedbasedon the M • observationsavailable in situ data. Moreover, since the spatial scales
within -4-100 days of each estimation time in about 15 of cloudy skies are generally large, it is unlikely that
spatial interpolation would improve the estimated time
secondsof CPU time on a MicroVAX II computer.
The agreement between suboptimal and optimal esti- averagesby much; statistically, when a satellite observation
mates was investigated in section 6. It was concluded is missing at the location of interest, nearby observations
that the accuracy of suboptimal estimates is only weakly are generally also missing. Furthermore, the spatial scales
dependent on A and the signal correlation function but of errors in satellite estimates of chlorophyll concentration
strongly dependent on the measurement error correlation are also large because of the large-scale nature of atmotimescale•'1/2.Theerrorcorrelation
timescalefor CZCS spheric aerosols responsible for most of the measurement
data is not well understood at present but is believed to error. Spatial interpolation using CZCS observations from
be relatively short. It was shown in section 6.3 that sub- nearby locations would therefore not substantially reduce
errors.
We conclude
that
optimal estimates become significantly less accurate than the effects of measurement
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•crnporal interpolation alone is probably adequate for most
appl-;cations.

APPENDIX:

SUMMARY OF THE APPLICATION

PROCEDURE

The procedure for applying the formalism described in
section 2 to obtain optimal estimates of time-averaged
chlorophyll concentation is summarized in detail in this appendix. Considera set of M irregularly spacedobservations

Yra of the chlorophyllconcentrationC(t) in milligramsper
cubic meter with measurement errors Era,

Yra - C(tra) -t-Era,

m - 1,..., M.

(16)

Define the chlorophyll concentration Z in milligrams per
cubic meter averaged over a prescribed period T centered
ß

at time t• to be

wherec(tra) is the nonseasonal
log-transformed
chlorophyll
and era is the nonseasonal log-transformed measurement
error. Note that the formalism of section 2 can be applied

without removingthe seasonalcycle (or other energetic
cyclicalvariability) or after removinga poor estimate of
the seasonalcycle, but the correlation functions used in the
optimal estimation may then be dominated by the seasonal
variability. The resulting optimal estimates would yield
little more information than just the seasonalcycle.
4. Estimate the measurement error-to-signal variance
ratio A for the log-transformed chlorophyll data. This step
requirescareful consideration,sinceit is unlikely that either
the signal variance nor the measurement error variance are
known accurately a priori.
It is easy to compute an

estimate of the total variance (signal plus measurement
error) from the sample variance of the observationsyra.
The accuracy of this estimate depends on the sample size

M. Separating
thesignalvariance
r/2andthemeasurement

Z(t•)- •1/

C(t)dr.

(17)

t•-•/2

error variance er2 contributionsto the total variance can
be a problem. If some information is known about the

measurementerror variance (e.g., that the measurements

are accurateto within a factorof 2), then er2 can
estimates
2(t) ofthetruetimeaverage
(17)at a collectionbe prescribed a priori; a factor-of-2 measurement error
corresponds
to er2 - (log10
2)2 • 0.1. Aswasdiscussed
in
of estimationtimest•, i -- 1, ..., NT is as follows:
2
The procedure for deriving a time series of optimal
ß

section 3, this value of er is probably pessimistic. The true
value probably lies between 0.03 and 0.1, correspondingto

1. Log transform the observationsYra to obtain

•ra = 5(tra) + Era

(18)

where •ra, 5(tra) and Eraare the log10transformsof Yra,
C (tra) and Era.
2. Estimate the seasonal cycle of the log-transformed
data •ra. One method of achieving this is to regressthe
•ra onto annual plus semiannual harmonics plus a constant
offset,

•seas(t)-- 5seas(t)
-•-•seas(t)
----a0 -{-a1sin(2•rfl t -{-•2)
-• a• sin(2•rf•t + (•),

measurement

errors between

a factor

of 1.5 and 2. Even if

er2 isknowna priori,estimating
r/2isdifficult.If thesignal
and measurement error are known to be uncorrelated,

thenr/2 canbe approximated
as the difference
between
the sample variance and the assumed measurement error
variance. This method can unfortunately give a negative
signal variance, since the sample size M is typically small,
resulting in large uncertainty in the sample variance, and

er2 for CZCSdata is generally
relativelylargecompared
with the signalvariance
r/2 afterremoval
of the seasonal
(19)

wheref• (= i cycleyr-•) andf•(= 2f•) aretheannual
and
semiannual frequenciesand a0, a•, a•, (•, and (• are the
amplitudes and phases estimated by regression analysis.
Higher-order harmonics can be included in the regression
if there is reason to believe that this is warranted, but it
has been the experience of the authors that annual plus
semiannual harmonics are almost always sufficient to define
the seasonalcycle. If the measurementerrors are random,

cycle. It was shown in section 6.1 that a practical solution
is to use a value of A -- 1.5. As long as the true value of A
is larger than about 0.6, the suboptimal estimate obtained
assuming A -- 1.5 is very nearly the same as the optimal
estimate obtained using the correct value of A.

5. Choosean appropriate form for the signalcorrelation

function p(r).
be obtained

from

An adequate estimate of p(r) cannot
CZCS

observations

themselves

because

of their inherently large measurement errors and poor
temporal resolution from the irregular sample spacing. As

the seasonalcycleof •ra is just the seasonalcycleof 5(t). was describedin section4, an accurateestimate of p(r)
Any seasonalerrors •seas(t)in the satellite measurements requires a long, densely sampled time seriesof chlorophyll
In the absence of such
mustbe estimatedindependently
andremovedfrom•seas(t) at the location of interest.
to isolate the seasonalcycle of chlorophyll concentration, information, the correlation function shown by the heavy

•eas(t). Of particular concernis the seasonalerror known line in Figure 5 derived from the composite spectrum
to exist due to incorrect modeling of Rayleigh scattering constructed from in situ chlorophyll measurements and
in early processing of CZCS data as was discussed in

fiuorometer

section3. Strub et al. [1990]have proposeda methodfor
estimatingthe resultingseasonalcycle•seas(t)off the west
coast of the United States based on analysisof data far
offshorewhere they hypothesizethat •eas(t) is relatively

was shown in section 6.2 that the mean squared error of
the resulting suboptimal estimate is only weakly dependent
on the form of the correlation function; for log-transformed
chlorophyll variability with spectral roll-off ranging from

small.

3.

Remove the seasonalcycle (equation (19)) to

data off southern

California

could be used. It

s-1 to s-2 (corresponding
to a signalcorrelation
time
scale between 4 and 76 days), the suboptimalestimate

assuming
an s-1'35 spectrum
is verynearlythe
obtain an irregularly spaced time series of nonseasonal obtained
same as the optimal estimate obtained using the correct
log-transformedchlorophyllmeasurements
correlation

yra----•rn - •seas(tm)= c(tra)•uera,

(20)

function.

We

therefore

conclude

that

the

correlation function in Figure 5 should be suitable for most
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applications. The reader can obtain a usefully accurate
representation of this correlation function from a simple
cubic spline fit to the 25 discretesampleslisted in Table 1.
6.

Calculate

the M x M

data-data
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Inverselog transformthe •(t&) to obtain

the estimated time-averaged chlorophyll concentration
in milligrams per cubic meter at each estimation time
ß

cross correlation

t•, i-- 1,...,NT,

matrix P with (m,n)th elementgiven by (7a). If only
the M • observations
ym nearesteachestimationtime t•,

ß

ß

2(t•) = 10•(t3).

(23)

rather than all M observations,are used in order to reduce

the computational
burden,the M • x M • matrixP will in
ß
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does not exist
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It was shown in section 6.3 that

the suboptimal estimate obtained by assumingthat the
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